T7830 TRUE BELIEVER (USA, 1989)

Credits: director, Joseph Ruben; writer, Wesley Strick.
Cast: James Woods, Robert Downey, Jr., Margaret Colin, Yuji Okumoto, Kurtwood Smith, Tom Bower.
Summary: Legal/mystery melodrama set in contemporary New York. Based on the real-life San Francisco defense attorney J. Tony Serra. Eddie Dodd (Woods), a once-acclaimed civil rights attorney of the 60's, now an embittered cynic who makes a living defending drug-dealing low-lifes, has his passion for justice rekindled by an idealistic young associate (Downey). Their case involves Shu Kai Kim (Okumoto), a Korean American inmate of Sing Sing who is accused murdering another prisoner, a member of the white supremacist gang called the Aryan Army. Dodd becomes more interested in the eight-year-old case that sent Kim to prison originally. It turns out that Kim was framed in the first case. One of the key witnesses is Cecil Skell (Bower), a Vietnam vet, now a patient in a mental hospital.
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